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"e involuntary conversion of optical and tactile into acoustic sensations is habitual with me: I almost always associate

sounds with color, form, and texture; and form, color, and material quality with every acoustic sensation. Even abstract

concepts, such as quantities, relationships, connections, and processes, seem tangible to me and have their place in an

imaginary space." 

(Györgi Ligeti, 1993)

us we begin to understand how Györgi Ligeti's unique imagination could conceive of a

“stroboscopic” work for solo harpsichord, a work which feels at once like a physical object hurling through

space, a machine about to explode, and an uncanny attempt to simulate granular synthesis with an

antiquated instrument of the baroque era.

While the impetus for composing Continuum was a commission by the harpsichordist Antoinette

Vischer, the ideas present in the piece can be traced back first to Ligeti's professed childhood fascination

with ticking clocks and malfunctioning machines, and later to his 1962 Fluxus-inspired piece for 100

metronomes entitled Poeme Symphonique. Several of Ligeti's works from the late 1960s fall into a category

that the composer calls his "meccanico" style, marked by overlapping groups of repeated notes that pulse at

different rates. ese include Ramifications for String Orchestra (1968-69), the third movement of the

Chamber Concerto for 13 Instruments (1969-70), and the third movement of String Quartet No. 2 (1968). 

Continuum, along with the organ piece Coulée, represent a more specific application of the meccanico

technique, which has been termed "pattern meccanico" by Jane Clendinning. What distinguishes

Continuum and Coulée from the others, beside the fact that they are written for solo instruments, is that

they both consist of a continuous, rapid stream of eighth notes, a “static” texture from which emerge

overlapping patterns of rhythm, tempo, harmony, and noise.

Continuum is notable for its paradoxical premise: to create a "continuum" of sound from an

instrument which can only perform discrete, percussive attacks. Essentially, the harpsichord is a machine



with a set of button-enabled triggers. Its light touch, as Ligeti notes, allows for extremely rapid repetition,

much faster  than the piano. e constant noise of the plectrum also plays an important role in the

resulting sound of Continuum. At rapid rates of repetition, the tonal qualities of closely arranged patterns of

notes are substantially masked by this noise. 

e structure of Continuum follows a general path of alternation between periods of relative

stability and periods of flux. Ligeti describes them as periods of "mistiness" contrasted with periods of

"clearing up." e stable, "clear" moments can either be identified by symmetrical repeating patterns, or by

single repeating "interval signals" which are "neither tonal nor atonal yet somehow, with their purity and

clarity, they [constitute] points of rest" (Ligeti, 31). Yet it should be noted that every point of rest in

Continuum is also a point of tension. e rapidly repeating patterns or intervals, even when "stable" give

the sense that they could explode into any direction at any moment.  

Ligeti's pattern-transformation technique allows him to move freely and smoothly from any given

point of stability to another, even when they have no obvious relationship. e blurring of diatonic and

chromatic spaces allows a pattern to be drastically, but smoothly transformed over time, emerging with a

completely new identity. Perhaps a lesson to be gained from Ligeti's technique is that intervals and pitch

groups can be related to one another in a multitude of perceivable ways without reverting to traditional

harmony. Rather than relating to historical tradition or imposing a strict compositional system such as

serialism, Ligeti's rules are often spelled out by the material itself, with the perception of the listener firmly

in mind. 

In my analysis of the piece, I will refer more often to the MIDI "piano roll" depiction than to the

notated score. It is my view that this type of visualization is particularly revealing for a piece like

Continuum, which has so much to do with perception of emerging patterns and symmetrical formations of

notes. I have included in the appendix a commonly cited structural diagram, first appearing in Jane

Clandenning's article, and later in several others. While this diagram, based on the piano roll view, does a



good job of showing the general layout of the piece, it does not reveal any of the intricate details. In their

2008 paper, Cambouropoulos and Tsougras use small excerpts of the piano roll to illustrate certain

discrepancies between what is notated and what might be perceived. However, their treatment is severely

limited. I hope that my extensive use of the piano roll will shed new light on previous analyses of the piece.

I will make occasional use of the terminology presented by Michael Hicks in his 1993 article, in

which he groups Ligeti's "blurring" techniques into the following three categories: filling (new pitches

inserted inside existing intervals), accretion (new pitches attached to the outside of existing intervals), and

shifting (moving one or more elements of the interval). He also classifies the types of intervals used in

Continnum as follows: boundary intervals (defining spaces to be filled), partition intervals (dividing existing

intervals), projection intervals (transposing), and blur intervals (arising during the process of filling,

accretion, and shifting). In my opinion, these interval categories are less useful (and even confusing), since

in many of the more chaotic sections of the piece, these processes occur simultaneously, overlapping in such

a way that they cannot be adequately characterized. It is my belief that Ligeti would warn against too strict

a characterization of his techniques, for his aim is to create a subtle, interconnected web that defies such

classifications. Of course, analysis, if it is to be effective, must break down a musical work into constituent

elements that can be described, but Ligeti's work presents unique (and inspiring) challenges in this regard.

SECTION I

While Ligeti makes it very clear in his writings that he never uses strict classical forms, the opening section

of Continuum can easily be viewed as an exposition, introducing the piece's central ideas and techniques. It

is nearly symmetrical in shape, opening and closing with a feeling of stability, just as the exposition of a

sonata form would begin and end on the tonic. For Ligeti, however, there is no reason to recapitulate or

end in the exact place where he began (in this case, the opening minor third on G/Bb is mirrored by a



major second on F#/G#). Stable areas can occur in any range, sometimes through gradual transformations

and sometimes through jarring leaps. Symmetry is present throughout Continuum, but it is rarely perfect.

In fact, the delicate, subtle asymmetries are what give Continuum its beautiful, rugged shape, somewhere

between a tangle of chains and a shattered crystal.

mm. 1-9

Continuum opens with a rapidly repeating minor third on G/Bb, the first stable "interval signal".

mm. 10-20

e first new note is introduced (F below G, expanding the total intervallic range from a minor third to a

fourth). e periodic frequency of the F (every fourth 8th note) is perceived as a rhythmic pulse against the

static background. e introduction of the F also serves to slightly disrupt the static nature of the

alternating G/Bb, causing the first sense of imbalance. After 27 repetitions of the F (clocking in at under six

seconds), further pitches are introduced which fill the chromatic space between the G and Bb. First, an Ab

is added (m. 15) at the same frequency as the F, but before any real sense of repetition sets in, the A enters

with a slightly irregular pulse, blurring the static texture even further. Next, the B is added above the top

note (Bb), expanding the total interval range to a tritone. Finally, the F# is added, filling the entire

chromatic space in this tritone range. In a matter of seconds, the texture has transformed from a static pulse

into a blurry mess. 



mm. 21-30

e unstable "blurriness" comes into focus as the pitches organize themselves almost organically into

symmetrical ascending and descending shapes which appear quite clearly in the MIDI plot (mm. 28-29).

For a few fleeting measures, we perceive a cascading pulse with a period of five eighth notes. e resulting

shape can be likened to two very low resolution sinewaves set 180 degrees out of phase with one another.

mm. 31-43

e symmetrical pattern is gradually blurred again, as the pulsations become more irregular. ere is a sense

of speeding up as the repetitions organize into smaller, and therefore shorter units, first chaotically, then

approaching order once again.

mm. 44-55

e rhythm feels even faster as the pattern thins out to become only three notes spanning a minor third

(F#/G#/A). e opening dyad has dropped a half-step, but the method of gradual transformation makes

the listener unaware of the movement. In less than a minute, we have returned to a familiar place, yet we

have forgotten exactly where we began. Finally, the A is stripped away and we return once again to a "static"

state based on the dyad (or "interval signal") F#/G#. It is as if the sound of the opening has been thrown

down a rocky cavern, emerging from the other end recognizable, but chipped and chiseled in the process. 



SECTION II

Some dispute exists in the literature as to exactly where to place the divisions of this piece (see Hicks p.

176). I will take a more diplomatic approach, classifying the disputed areas (generally the static "interval

signals") as points of overlap. In this case, the F#/G# from mm. 50-55 marks both the ending of Section I

and the beginning of Section II. Section II presents a similar process of blurring the interval signal, then

forming them into expanded symmetrical units, but here the range is expanded, and the notes are presented

in near-diatonic fashion. is section hints at tonality, as if a short excerpt of baroque music were being

processed by a granular effect, its counterpoint made imperceptible by the stuttering, overlapping shapes.

e tonal/diatonic feeling of this section is amplified by the satisfying arrival at m. 87 of a major triad on B.

mm. 50-66

Sections I and II begin in a nearly identical fashion, with a subtle flip. While Section I adds a major second

(pi2) below a minor third (pi3), Section II adds a minor third (pi3) below a major second (pi2). Both

sections add a fourth pitch to form the same symmetrical tetrachord [0][2][3][5]. e configuration in

Section I is simply transposed down a major second (pi3), with its patterns of repetition remaining intact. 



mm. 67-82

e similarity to Section I becomes more tenuous as diatonic pitches are added above and below the

tetrachord. With the addition of the C# below the main shape, the pattern begins to sound like a rapidly

ascending and descending C# major scale. Ligeti's spelling of the notes also suggests this scale. e next

note to be added is a high B#, which expands the interval range to its widest yet, a major seventh (pi11).

Under tonal conditions, the B# would act as a leading tone of the C# major scale, but in this case, the

function is not quite so clear. One would at least expect the B# to stand out clearly, just as the highest line

in a polyphonic texture normally does, yet the noise of the harpsichord turns it into little more than a

dimly flickering pixel (this observation is based on a subjective listening of Antoinette Vischer's seminal

recording of the piece). An E natural is added in the center of the shape, filling the chromatic space. Shortly

thereafter, an A natural enters, emerging from the texture much more clearly than the B#, and sounding

suspiciously like a flattened sixth degree of the C# major scale. 

mm. 83-87

By measure 83, the pitches have organized themselves again into a symmetrical form which appears visually

in the piano roll almost like a section of needlepoint. In the center is a repeating diamond shape spanning

the chromatic range of a P4 from E (Dx in the score) to A. At precisely a minor third (pi3) above and

below this shape, the high B# and low C# pulse at identical rates (every eight 8th notes). Ligeti himself has

stated the structural importance of the minor third appearing at the opening of the piece. Here, we see it

applied clearly in a symmetrical, repeating form. It is also worth noting that this symmetrical pitch

collection looks like an expanded version of the earlier tetrachord [0][2][3][5]. Both are composed of a

chromatic cluster with symmetrical "satellites" on either side. is point of perfect symmetry in Section II



also resembles the symmetrical shape in the center of Section I. But in this case, rather than gradually

thinning out, the satellites suddenly step outwards to form the root and third (or tenth, more specifically)

of an almost triumphant sounding B major chord at measure 87, marking the beginning of Section III.

SECTION III

By now, Ligeti has already accomplished his goal of creating a delicate, interconnected network of elements,

each resembling the others in a multitude of ways, as if reflected through a prism. However, e third

section of Continuum is both the most structurally unique and the most climactic. In fact, it might be said

that from this point on, the piece feels as if it is in a continual state of climax (quite astonishing,

considering that the piece has not even reached its midway point). While the previous two sections appear

as a steady stream being shaken up and then settling down again, this section proceeds with a clear sense of

direction (with regard to range). at direction, however, is split into two, as if magnets have been placed

both above and below the shape.

mm. 87-91

e arrival of the B major chord is surprising not just in relation to this piece, but to Ligeti's work on a

larger scale. e composer makes it very clear that major and minor triads are perhaps the only sonorities

that he consciously shuns because of their weighty tonal implications. However, the appearance of the

major triad here manages to sound both entirely consonant and mysterious at the same time. It is

approached without any traditional harmonic preparation, but instead with a type of stuttering, alien

counterpoint. e chord acts both as an arrival and as a sort of reset button, allowing another variation of

the blurring process to start again from a point of clarity. After a few measures, the high D# is replaced by a



lower D natural, turning the shape into a B minor triad in closed position. If we consider these four pitches

together, we have yet another symmetrical pitch configuration [0][3][4][6]. It is also striking that the D#

and D natural here are the first pitches allowed to decay fully without being immediately interrupted by

repetitions. 

mm. 92-104

e first new note to be added is an A below the B minor triad. Minus the F#, this progression (if we may

call it that) is nearly identical to the opening measures, where an F is introduced below the G/Bb to create

the same interval combination [025]. e main difference here is that the rate of pulsation has quickened.

e A pulses at the same rate as the other notes, giving us the sense that the piece is proceeding at a steady

rate. Over the next several measures, four more pitches are added to the texture, in the following order: G

(below), C# (middle), D# (middle), F (below). e texture now contains a stack of eight pitches. From low

to high, they are F, G, A, B, C#, D, D#, F#. e formation of this pitch set feels quite consonant, almost

relaxing, containing within it all the notes of the F whole tone scale. However, the semitone cluster in the

middle (C#/D/D#) gives it a restless quality, hinting that more movement is imminent.



mm. 105-125

With eight streams of notes established, the entire texture suddenly splits off evenly in two directions, the

left hand moving down in register while the right moves up. As this shifting occurs, no single pulse takes

precedence. All notes pulse at the same rate, but Ligeti has carefully staggered the changes to gives the

feeling of smooth, accelerated motion. At mm. 119, we reach another point of stability as the shifting locks

into yet another perfectly symmetrical formation of opposing major thirds, themselves separated by the

span of a major third (plus an octave). e right hand plays a descending cascade of chromatic pitches from

F# down to D (spelled Gb/Cx in the score), while the left hand plays a perfectly mirrored, but slightly

offset version, ascending from a low F# to Bb (spelled F#/Abb). Surprisingly, this is the first appearance of

an octave, and it acts as a brief foreshadowing of the climactic use of octaves at m. 126, when the outer

voices of each major third step outward simultaneously to form tritones, splitting two octaves in half. e

score instructs the harpsichord's stops to be pulled, further emphasizing the climactic power of these

octaves. is transition from Section III to IV looks similar to the transition from II to III, where the outer

voices of a stable, symmetrical configuration also step suddenly outward in contrary motion to form a new

interval signal (the B major triad in that case). 

SECTION IV

e fourth section of Continuum is the shortest and simplest, but the most climactic. Many scholars have

noted that the onset of this section corresponds exactly to the golden mean of the piece. Whether this is a

tongue-in-cheek decision by Ligeti, a cosmic signal from the universe, or both, I will allow the reader to



decide for him or herself.

m. 126-130

e stops are pulled, and the climax officially begins. In the MIDI plot, we can see the perfectly

symmetrical octaves, split in two by tritones. e two octaves themselves are separated by the space of an

octave plus a major second, but with the addition of the stops, the shapes overlap to create a symmetrical

formation with four tritones on top, four tritones on the bottom, and an alternating (also symmetrical)

group of major thirds and minor seconds in the middle (see the Clandenning's diagram in the appendix).

e rhythm feels substantially faster here than in the previous section, as the patterns repeat every three

eighth notes compared to every five at the end of Section III.

m. 131-143

During this section, the two pitches partitioning the octaves (C# in the right hand, B in the left) stay fixed

in position while the octaves flanking them begin another round of staggered, outward movement

(resembling the outward movement of the previous section). e octaves in the right hand step upward

four semitones, the octaves in the left step down equally, but out of sync. e fairly open intervallic texture

implies tonal or modal movement, but nothing too specific. Steinitz (p. 166) suggests that this section

contains a "delicious whiff of dominant-seventh kitsch," but I would argue otherwise. e end of this

section does indeed stabilize momentarily on a prominent minor seventh (C#/B), but there is no harmonic



movement either before or after to suggest even the slightest identity as a dominant chord. Despite obvious

"whiffs" of tonality, Ligeti takes great care to avoid any tonal implication which does not immediately

change or overlap with another in a bewildering fashion. 

SECTION V

In the literature, it is generally agreed that Continuum should be divided into five sections. While I will do

the same here, I feel that the last two sections could easily be grouped together. Despite the obvious abrupt

"cutting off" of the wide and climactic texture of the previous section at m. 143, the intervals in fact do not

change at the transition. e high B continues, and the lower C# simply changes register to form a high,

rapidly alternating major second. Although it would be jarring, the piece could easily end here, but instead,

the climactic movement continues to move upward. While Ligeti often states his opposition to the use of

classical form by "modern" composers, his strong sense of balance and use of resolution (however non-

traditional it may be) shows how much it influences him. 

mm. 143-154

Hicks (p. 180) makes a compelling case for the structural implications of this section. Whereas in the first

two sections of the piece, the "Ligeti signal" of [0][2][5] is created by adding a minor third and major

second together, here the major second becomes the minor third as the C# steps up to D in m. 150. At m.

153, the C# returns rather mysteriously as a sustained tone for two measures, and then the race to the finish

begins.



mm. 155-204

New pitches are quickly added below, above, and inside the texture, with hints of symmetry that rapidly

dissolve. By m. 163, the chromatic range from A to E (spelled Fb) is filled completely - the widest filled

chromatic space to appear thus far in the piece. e dense cluster, especially as it appears in the upper range

of the harpsichord, gives a piercing feeling of tension and dissonance. e lower pitches fall away, one by

one, leaving a lone Fb, the final interval signal (a unison, if we are to call it an interval), to end the piece.

Hicks notes that the entire range of the piece, from the low C# in Section IV up to the final Fb, can be

reduced to a minor third, which is the same interval that began the piece. I would downplay the

significance of this fact, however, since the entire range of the piece is never perceived at any juncture. And

while the opening minor third certainly constitutes an important recurring signal, it is only one of many.

One might describe the opening interval not as a seed from which the entire piece grows, but instead as a

single plant living in a diverse, but mutually dependent ecosystem.
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